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navigation,   survey,   and tidal observation.   This   post was
ultimately filled by Lieuteiiant D. R. Ritchie, R.N.
With regard to the important matter of the crew, it was felt
that neither merchant seamen nor yacht hands would be suit-
able, and a number of men were chosen from the Lowestoft
fishing fleet. Subsequent delays, however, proved deleterious,
the prospective " dangers " grew in size, and the only one who
ultimately sailed with us was a boy, Charles C. Jeffery, who
was throughout a loyal and valued member of the expedition.
The places of the other men were supplied by a similar class
from Brixham, who justified the selection. The mate, Preston,
gave much valuable service, and one burly seaman in par-
ticular, Light by name, by his good-humour and intelligent
criticism added largely to the amenity of tfre voyage. An
engineer, who was also a photographer, was obtained from
Glasgow. We were particularly fortunate in our sailing master,
Mr. H. J. Gillam. He had seen, while in Japan, a notice of the
expedition in a paper, and applied with keenness for the post;
to his professional knowledge, loyalty, and pleasant companion-
ship the successful achievement of the voyage is very largely
due. The full complement of the yacht, in addition to the
scientific members, consisted of the navigator, engineer, cook-
steward," under-steward, and three men for each watch, making
ten in all. S. was official master, and I received on the books
the by no means honorary rank of stewardess.
Whitstable proved to be an unsuitable place for painting,
so Mana -made her first voyage round to Southampton Water,
where she lay for a while in the Hamble River, and later at a
yacht-builder's in Southampton. The steward on this trip
took to his bed with seasickness; but as he was subsequently
found surreptitiously eating the dinner which S. had been obliged
to cook, we felt that he was not likely to prove a desirable
shipmate, and he did not proceed further. We had hoped to
sail in the autumn, but we had our full share of the troubles
and delays which seem inevitably associated with yacht-build-
ing: the engine was months late in the installation, and then
had to be rectified; the painting took twice as long as had been
promised; and when we put out for trial trips there was trouble
with the anchor which necessitated a return to harbour. The
friends who had kindly assembled in July at the Hans Crescent

